MAKE YOUR OWN SOUND

INTRODUCTION

The Akrapovič Custom Range for Harley-Davidsons is aimed at Harley riders who are looking for a bit more exclusivity: riders who appreciate fine European craftsmanship, outstanding performance, design, and of course the unmistakable deep resonant sound of Akrapovič.

Akrapovič is the leading manufacturer of premium exhaust systems for motorcycles and performance cars. It is also a leader in carbon fibre parts and the innovative use of titanium. Akrapovič exhaust systems are known for their impact on performance, their lightness, durability and sound.

Founded by former motorcycle racer Igor Akrapovič twenty-four years ago in Slovenia, the company has grown to international prominence through its successful support of leading racing teams. To date over eighty world champions have achieved success with Akrapovič exhaust systems. The company operates out of state-of-the-art factories in Slovenia, employing 500 people and distributing its products in more than sixty countries.

At the heart of our business is our state-of-the-art factory in Ivančna Gorica, Slovenia. The advantages that our technology, processes, and passionate employees bring to the world of custom are explained in the following pages.
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**ABOUT AKRAPOVIČ**

*State-of-the-Art Facilities*

All our facilities are state-of-the-art, purpose built and enable us to design and produce the best exhaust systems. Our philosophy is to design and make it in-house so we have full control over the process, materials, technology and final product.

*Highest Technology, Best Materials*

Akrapovič is a world leader in the development and application of technology and materials. Technology and its application is developed in house and we only use the finest materials. For our custom range the best quality Austenitic stainless steel, chrome plating and silicone based black powder painting.

*Research, Development and Testing*

Akrapovič invests heavily in research and development and uses the latest testing equipment. We do this to ensure our products are the best and also that we meet the strictest homologation standards where these are required.

*Passion and Expertise*

Few can match the expertise and passion of our employees. Over twenty years dedicated to innovation and making the best exhaust systems for motorcycles, whether for the racing world or for your next trip.
Enhance the looks, sound and performance of your Harley-Davidson V-Rod with an Akrapovič exhaust system. Choose our Open Line for optimum performance and deep resonant sound. The complete exhaust system includes a stainless steel header, carbon heat shield, noise-reduction insert, titanium muffler and installation instructions.

For perfect performance, throttle response and durability, specially developed mapping from our partner Dynojet must be used. V-Rod Muscle:

If passenger footrest should be still used please order optional fitting kit P-X101.

Please visit: http://www.powercommander.com/powercommander/HarleyDavidson
Pay your Sportster the ultimate compliment with an Akrapovič exhaust system. The classic, legendary Harley-Davidson design now comes with more attitude. Choose our Open Line for optimum performance and deep resonant sound. Includes a header, silencer, heat shield, and installation instructions.

An optional noise-reduction insert is available. Chrome and black-coated versions are available. For perfect performance, throttle response and durability, specially developed mapping from our partner Dynojet must be used.

Please visit: http://www.powercommander.com/powercommander/HarleyDavidson
HARLEY-DAVIDSON XL883 SPORTSTER IRON

Pay your Sportster the ultimate compliment with an Akrapovič exhaust system. That classic, legendary Harley-Davidson design now comes with more attitude. Includes silencer, heat shield for headers and installation instructions.

An optional valve system is available. The catalytic converter is removable for markets where this is permitted. The horsepower loss with a mounted catalytic converter is negligible. Chrome and black-coated versions are available. 
HARLEY-DAVIDSON SPORTSTER XL 883
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SPORTSTER CLASSIC SLIP-ON LINE

Pay your Sportster the ultimate compliment with an Akrapovič exhaust system. That classic, legendary Harley-Davidson design now comes with more attitude. Includes silencer and installation instructions.

The catalytic converter is removable for markets where this is permitted. The horsepower loss with a mounted catalytic converter is negligible. Chrome and black-coated versions are available. An optional valve system is available for models 2006-2013. If valve system will be mounted also heat shield set (P-HSHD13VB or P-HSHD13VC) is mandatory.
HARLEY-DAVIDSON TOURING ROAD KING

TOURING OPEN LINE

The iconic touring machines for the open road. Live the American dream with a European soundtrack. Smooth performance enhanced with Akrapovič power. Choose our Open Line for optimum performance and deep resonant sound. Includes a header, silencer, heat shield, and installation instructions.

An optional noise reduction insert is available. Chrome and black-coated versions are available. For perfect performance, throttle response and durability, specially developed mapping from our partner Dynojet must be used.

Please visit: http://www.powercommander.com/powercommander/HarleyDavidson

An optional noise reduction insert.
The iconic touring machines for the open road. Live the American dream with a European soundtrack. Smooth performance enhanced with Akrapovič power.

An optional valve system is available. Fully satisfies EC type approval. Available with a chrome or black-coated end cap.
HARLEY-DAVIDSON DYNA WIDE GLIDE

DYNA OPEN LINE

The personality of the Harley-Davidson Dyna with the design, sound, and performance of Akrapovič exhaust systems. Chose our Open Line for optimum performance and a deep resonant sound. Includes a header, silencer, heat shield and installation instructions.

An optional noise-reduction insert is available. For perfect performance, throttle response and durability, specially developed mapping from our partner Dynojet must be used.

Please visit: http://www.powercommander.com/powercommander/HarleyDavidson
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An optional valve system is available. The catalytic converter is removable for markets where this is permitted. The horsepower loss with a mounted catalytic converter is negligible.

The personality of the Harley-Davidson Dyna with the design, sound and performance of Akrapovič exhaust systems.
The authentic lines of the Softail have never looked better. Exquisitely designed exhausts finely tuned for extra performance and that deep resonant Akrapovič sound. Choose our Open Line for optimum performance and deep resonant sound. Includes a header, silencer, heat shield and installation instructions.

An optional noise reduction insert is available. Chrome and black-coated versions are available. For perfect performance, throttle response and durability, specially developed mapping from our partner Dynojet must be used.

Please visit: http://www.powercommander.com/powercommander/HarleyDavidson
HARLEY-DAVIDSON HERITAGE SOFTAIL

DYNA SLIP-ON LINE

The authentic lines of the Softail have never looked better. Exquisitely designed exhausts finely tuned for extra performance and that deep resonant Akrapovič sound.

Optional valve system is available. The catalytic converter is removable for markets where this is permitted. The horsepower loss with a mounted catalytic converter is negligible.